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-CofiS.UffiS;r·hazardS: 
·whytheYhappen. 
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Defective qesigns, haphazard regulation, a_nd uncertain ~tandards 
can combine _tcfput :potentially leth~I fire, shock, . > •.· .. : · .. •· : ,-; , ·:s 

and radiation' hazards into tv's, hi-ti's, and microwave ovens · · 
• • .• • ,-_,, • • ' ' '• • ,,., I• > 

0 Last April, a jury in the 98th District Court in {\ustin, 
Tex., awarded $212,000 to the family of Charles Partlow, 
.an automobile dealer who .. died in a fire caused by a. 
defective Magnavox color tv; The jury determined that a 
flyback transformer, evidently defective when the set left 
the factory, had caus~d the fatal fire. 

The case clearly served notice on the electronics in
dustry that a manufacturer ·can be held respomible for 
the consequences of hazardous .failures attributable to 
fabrication or design defects. . 

Fire is the most prevalent hazard in consumer elec
tronics, but it isn't the only one: shock, X-ray, and micro
wave leakages also have been cited as problem areas. . 

last August, the Federal Government's National Com
mission on Product Safety, which was created to investi
gate consumer hazards, specifically those for which 
there was no corrective legislation; began to poke around 
in the embers of tv fires. Three months. later it deter
mined that there were "more than 10,000 fires annually." 

The commission's estimate was based on data ob
tained from its own surveys of fire statistics around the 
nation. It set off an immediate, heated controversy 
within the industry. The Elecqonic Industries Associa
tion cited manufacturers' figures contained in one of the 

· commission's reports and derived a much lower inci
dence of fires-2,600 over five years. And other sources 
used different data bases to arrive at fire occurrence 
figures that fell between both the EIA' s and the com
mission's projections. ·-

'rhen last December the commission publi~hed its 
findings in the first of two reports and followed up with 
another in January 1970. The first of these, the Tracor 
report-prepared by Tracor Inc., a Texas military-aero
space firm-is essentially an analysis of existing -stand
ards and an evaluation of critical components arid 
materials used _in television receivers. Its logic is 
straightforward and inarguable: in lieu of complete 
understanding of every possible mechanism un_d~rlying 
hazardous failure of tv components, fires can lie elim
inated by insuring that all fire-prone or flammable parts 
are, in fact, flameproof. 

The only criticisms of the Tracor report center on· its 
suggestion of specific materials to be used in certain· 
applications ( designers like, to work with the broadest 
range of materials) an_d its timetable, whiph som3 manu~ 
facturers feel is impossible to meet. , 
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Much more controversial was the commission's 
second report on tv fires-the Jitco report (again pro
duced by Tracor and named for its,.J9~?1 I. Thom1;1son 
& Co. division). Basically, the Jitco report is a tabula
tion of data furnished by set manufa1;:tui:ers on. fires re-
ported for each model. ··.. . . . 

Criticism centered on the fact that the. report related 
£.re incidence to specific models -when some felt that 
fires should have been related to chassis · runs. Too, 
by making public each manufacturer's r~te of total j 
fire incidence as well as his total number of fires,. it 
allowed any manufacturer to figure out his. cmnpeti
tors' total sales. Finally, on the basis of dissimilar 
data generated by dissimilar reporting .and bookkeeping 
systems, the public was presented with a list tha(pur
ported to rank set manufacturers in order of decreasing 
incidence. . . · •• , • J} 

Understandably, the manufacturer w'ith apparently ' 
the worst safety record, Lear Siegler Olympic, c;a!lle j . 
forth with the most pointed criticism. Olympie's· then. ] 
president, Harry Kane, indignantly denounced data in ,,,;.1 
the Jitco report as "obviously ill-conceived and patently ·~ 
incorrect ... The approach you appear to be taking has {1 
all· the earmarks of. notoriety seeking, rather than. that ·i·· 
of safety improvements." He con~luded that the -survey · 
was "misleading, incorrect, unsubstantiated and Ha-' ; 
grantly deceptive .... " • . · • . ·. · : 

"The Jitco report was intended. to be a kind of blood
hound," contends Donald Berman, the product assur- ~ 
ance expert who wrote the Tracor report. · ."It qelped -.~; 
sniff out the handful of 'hazardous components in tv , ·• ~j 
sets. It wasn't intended to grade manufacturers for · :;1 

safety, and it doesn't hold water when it's put t6 that )~ 
purpose." .. · _ . ;l 

The Jitco report did isolate the causes of tv fires. It :;l 
suggested that most were attributable to a small group ., 
of specific components-the horizontal output t~ans- :', 
former or "flyback," the deflection yoke, on-off switches, 
and some types of capacitors. . . 

But perhaps most significantly.t.lie Jitcp report ~nded 
quibbling over the. extent of the problem. According to 
data submitted by the manufacturers themselves, color 
sets had 40 'times the fire incidence of black-and-«rhite · 
receivers: the ratio pins the problem squarely ori .. the 
color sets-their components and designs. Logically, 
fires induced externally (by doilies,. lightniµg, voltage 
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'. Thi~-9eneral Electric fly back _ .. ·. 
··transformer demonstrates one 
pos~lbie cause of failure-arcing 
bet.Ween _cciils-:-which can sear the 
ciutE;ff covering. In this case, the· 
covering wds _made of a 
nonflammable silicone rubber; 
altho~gh the flyback failed, no 
.fire resulted. . . 
·,:• ,,. . . 

:,::1./, ,._ :. ,•;., ' .,· 

Such was not the case for' . 
. ,:,nether firm's 'trci~sfdrmer which 
;Jnit~di, a tv set.flre; Jfig white 
1:owder is the ·residue of • .. ·· . 
hreAxflng~isher-fopm spr,cixed, 

J'''• , ' , •• , \' t C•.,s.• 
,nto the set.'s high-volta'ge ·_ ' :. ' 
'oncl~~'~r~_:.:rp .;:, · · · · · 

, :\,,' 1:,,;,,:1.¼;1,•\ I' •1>:l ,'f 

.. ·.\;t~\-,)i>': r<' . : +:. ,·:, 

. At Utiderwriters' Laboratories, . 
el~d}c1nic components, such as' 
these;_switchet repecitedly are .• 

,:,cyd1fUo;_;e~t' qualin,cqtiori~- But. __ · • 
. "divdrced ·froi'n'.overall·equipment . 
'desi9r,;'iiud, tJ~+fdbrl'f 6iways 

,, ,I 

., 
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: prev~nf H~i'dr~ous situatJqn"s::·- .. . . . 
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surges, faulty lamps) wc,mld.have occmred with about of field failures, some iQ~ol~fug: $ril.ok~ ·~d)i;~>6ri)".'i1 
equal .frequency ' in both monochrome and color re- prom~tly made a very tho~ough' ~alysis'·fai~}~~.lf' iriiJ 
ceivers. In short, •color sets_:_µiost likely due to .their 1968 mcreased 'contact ,pressure .between3he .sw1tch'.s: ~ .. "A 

higher voltage • .requ~rement .· and . greater · component · movable cond~ctor. and its · statfoiiary 'teirnfoals;:'·mr ~·.:i 
density-were experiencing 40 ,times more fire incidents · proved fatigue resistance of the operating sprittg;, and . ·. h 
than black-and~white sets. If nothing else, the Jitco re- removed excess hJbricant to prevent rec,tjrr~n,c"~_of the. \;f 
port settled the question of whether or not tv sets were problem. · , . •· .· ··, ?': , '',:> ;(:'.~f 1 

·. · ,./~ 

as safe as they could be:__except for Jack Wayman at Next, the company replaced the materi::tFused",,for the ;j 
EIA. His responseto theJitco report was•s'folidly nega- switch enclosure, a molded p1:ienol~6,,wit4-,.J'.•ri9nflam- '} 

tive: "Television sets, are safe products," he declared mable glass alkyd material. • ·· . ' i, " , ::,: J 
flatly. He characterized. the commission's talk about The original switch had met RCA:s specifiGatfons· and .1 

10,000 tv fire and smoke iriciclents per year as "unsubs passed accelerated tests by U_nderwrifors'· Laboratories 

stantiated, and based largely on guesswork." Further- by crs's customers, and by the company's,cown.- enii ;J 

more, he insisted that the actual incidence of fires "is. neers. In. fact, crs's in-house testing included·,a 25,000 ·ft.: 
infinitesimally low." . cycle endurance test, then·. continued, cycling until the · 

In the wake of the Jitco report another important fact switch failed-and after all this, none caught fir~:-" . . 1 
emerged: overall.design and the quality of supplier com- But in the RCA crc-15 chassis; the on-off switcp was ,, 

ponents can play an important part in preventing or pro- mounted directly under the tuner,· which, conta:jned a 

mating £re triggered by hazardous failure of com- gear made of Delrin, a plastic. When the switch' caught 

ponents. . £re, the gear melted, giving of!;, a flaming· molte,n dis-

For example, manufacturers now admit that a high charge that flowed on to the back of the:·speaker below; 

proportion of component fires occurred in what they once the speaker cone caught £re; the re1)t\vent quickly. 

refer to as "epidemics." Fires in one RCA chassis, for Outside, in front of the set, the burning speaketignited , 

example, were ~aused by switches. In another RCA the grille cloth. Flames , mel\ed the. plastie. orri$r}erital 

chassis, some across-the-Hne capacitors deteriorated and pieces near .the on-off control. Meanwhile, inside the 

failed, sometimes bursting into flame, according to an set, it was possible for flaming :turier efHuent to con

RCA engineer. The arrangement of leads on a batch of tinue to leak on the inside of the set's wooden cabinet. 

yokes posed a £re hazard in one Motorola color chassis, From there on, the extent of damage depended largely 

according to an engineer them: · adjacent leads were on a set of circumstances that had very little to do with 

subject to severe arcing. The problem was solved by design. 
specifying precise arrangement of leads and ordering a All RCA can do at this point; of course, is to try and 

change in the cover material, he said. Several manu- turn up models with the CTC-15 chassis, and r~place the 

facturers, including Magnavox an,d Sylvania, have en- phenolic TK switch with a metal-enclosed unit. • In 
countered some' trouble with flyback transformers, and fact, RCA is one of two set manufacturers with a full- "· 

those two companies have in~tituted programs to replace scale retrofit program to counter tv £res. Service tech

such components. nicians are encouraged to locate specific models,: then 

The sequence of events that caused a fire in an RCA are reimbursed for repairs. Magnavox, accordirigto an 

CTC-15 chassis, shown on page 58; provides an example executive there, now has a similar program for flybacks. 

of how design and component . defects can combine Beyond the immediate problem of retrofitting phenolic ,; ;-

hazardously. . . . switches, the case of the CTS-15 raises a crucial point: J 
The fire evidently began in the · switch-a push-pull the models containing the phenolic· TK switch, like ,95% · 

variety that is commonly pig/ybacked on volume con- ,of all tv sets sold in the U.S., were approved by Under

trols. Although the vendor, CTS Corp., had been selling writers' Laboratories. 

the basic type TK switch for television applications However, the occurrence of £res and other hazards in · 

since 1962, the company was· first advised in late 1967 UL-approved receivers raises serious questicms about· · ·· 
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Spokesman for the set manuf~cturers, EIA's Jack 
Waym9h, disputes statistics pn color television fires 
circulated by the National Commission on Product Safety. 
Wayman settles on the -2;600 incidents in five years reported , 
to the commi_ssiqn by manufqcturers; the commission cites 
svveys tha(inclicate ,between s;bOO to l 0,000 tv fires annually. 

I 
. ~ ,,.~-•· < ' . ' 
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the effectiveness a_pd relevancy of industry standards 
and tests. , 

The principal standard for radio and television re
ceivers is Underwriters' Laboratories' UL 492. Since 
1928,. this standard has governed UL's testing of home 
receivers..:..procedures that aim to prevent fire, shock and 
X-ray leakage in receivers that bear the famous round 
UL seal. UL 492 covers virtually every aspect of the 
receiver, from the size of ventilation holes in the cabinet 
to the adequacy of insulation deep inside the chassis. 
This standard-with its 402 paragraphs, many of which 
cross-reference each other-is extremely complex despite 
its having gone through 12 editions since initial publica
tion, including an extensive reworking program that 
began two years ago. 

UL 492 represents a patchy historical record of hag
gles and compromises between UL's engineers, who 
tried to tighten and upgrade sections of the standard as 
the state of the art advanced, and manufacturers' engi
neers, v;ho fought changes that increased costs. Says a 
UL engineer of this lengthy and challenging battle: 
"We've spent thousands of hours just fighting over the 
size of ventilation holes." , 

As another UL engineer sees it, compromise is essen
tial to the improvement of safety: "We've been working 
for years on many of the changes that will finally go 
into effect this year," he says, "but manufacturers re-. 
fused to change until the recent publicity about tv fires." 
But then he adds: "Remember, we're not policemen; we 
couldn't force them. We've always had to take the atti
tude that it'.s better to give a listing industry can live 
with, rather than to allow it to run rampant with no 
interlocks, no standards, no nothing." 

One potent;ally high-hazard component in tv's is the 
flyback transformer, which the Jitco report suggests is 
responsible for roughly 40% of color tv fires. The Tracor 
report goes right to the heart of the flyback problem. It 
recommends specific materials to replace the usual bees
wax covering-a coating of silicone rubber (already used 
by a 111.:mber of manufacturers), or, much less desirable, 
anhydride~cured epoxy with a flame-retardant additive. 
In addition, Tracor recommends "that insulating ma
terials . . . shall be subjected to .dust and fog tracking 
and erosion resistance testing as specified in American 
Society for Testing and Materials D2136-67T and D495-
61." And Tracor recommends either copper wire or 
copper-clad aluminum wire for transformer windings. 
Finally, during testing, a fire hazard is considered to 
exist and the component sliould be rejected if it glows or 
flames. Although EIA is willing to leave the date for 
conversion to flame-retardant covering for flybacks up to 
the manufacturers, Tracor urged specific dates. 

Of course, fires originate in coinponents other than 
flybacks. The problem for yokes is somewhat s_imilar to 
flybacks, except that yokes operate at lower voltages and 
there is no enclosure to contain heat-or a possible fire. 
On-off switches and across-the-line capacitors also can 
provide an arc path of flammable material. For switch 

Controversial Jitco report dr,ew manufacturers' ire · 
for implied safety "ratings" of color tv,model$ (left) 
based on incomplete data. Report also analyzed ·· 
failure histories of specific components. Asterisks. 

· indicate makers who didn't submit data on causes of fire. 
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The complex interaction between a component and the set 
design in which it's used is exemplified by this burnt-out 
color set. According to the service technician, the 
fire began in the switch. Then a gear in the tuner above 
it caught, dripping flaming effluent on the speaker cone. 

Tower of Babel 
The fire problem in consumer electronics is complicated 
by the imprecise and confusin~ language of flammability 
testing. 

For example, consider the terms "rionburning" and 
"self-extinguishing." Under its test for rigid plastics 
(D635-63), the American Society for Testing and Mate
rials (ASTM) allows one of 20 material samples to burn 
completely and still be classified as "nonburning by 
this test." Some independent testing organizations con
sider a material "nonburning" if it burns for a while, 
with flames that fail to reach the one-inch mark-a 
rather different interpretation than that of UL. To pass 
UL standards, burning must cease when the test flame 
is removed. 

If, however, one sample burns completely and the 
i rest flame violentlv for an indetlnite time but cease 

flaming before four.running inches have been consumed, 
the material is termed "self-extinguishing by this test." 
Unfortunately, the terms "nonburning" and "self-ex
tinguishing" often are used alone without further clari
fication. But without reference to specific tests, both 
are meaningless. 

Further complicating matters, Underwriters' Labora
tories considers ASTM · D635-63 speci&,cation unwork-

enclosures al)d other. molded; ·plastic·_ parts, ·Sra~()r). 
recommends glass-reinforced diallyl • phthalaitiat~\com- · . 

. d. d . h a· II I. hl .. "d' . '·' . ' ' . ' ',·,. t'<,.:: ,·. ; poun e wit · ia y c oren ates. ,. . ·1 t . i ,: \i,';i,/•0. ;('.. ;; 
' . . . '·\ . s ,, . .,, . , ' . ' 

Across-the-line capacitor~-included·:in. every.: d~$ign ·· 
as the last component across the· inte_rl6ck t~ · ·$atisfy 
FCC requirements for suppression of r~f interference.-:. 
have been cited infrequently as a_.cause offlre~_. Bu:tJhe 
a-c capacitors' critical location. makes . the~ vulnergble 
to transient line voltage and permits a hazru-dous.failure 
to ignite an unattended tv receiver; And a6ro.ss~theJirn, 
capacitors pose a double threat if they fail: • if made im 
properly, they can burst into flame, and th~y can-explode 
and spew conductive foil into other circuits;.. , ":,:, .: ... 

The importance of strict control over th<:l ~cross~the 
line capacitor prompted UL in 1958 to place this.,critico:: 
part in a separate category. UL 492; paragraph 86 un 
obtrusively indicates its . special status this -way::;_ "J\ 
capacitor used for antenna· blocking, line bypass, or 
metal cabinet · isolation; · or .. between live parts anc; 
exposed metal parts where the capacitor)s continllally 
stressed, shall be a recognized type." · ·" -····· ·• ,: . ,. · 

By "recognized," UL means.that _the specified capacitor 
used must hold_ UL's yelloW-¢afd·- listing (UL 'accepts 
the capacitor for the application, without further testing 
in the set). But according to a ut. engineer, any capac
itor was able · to win a · yellow· card by passing' two 
simple trials-a 900-volt. dielectric. strength test,: which· 
was performed on a single sample; and ·a flame· test, 
which allowed up to 60 seconds of flaming in three ~am
pies. Again, UL says it's been holding lengthy and 

· .. --f --~ 

able, and, since late 1959, has used a differ~nt tesft~ 
define two additional classifications of "self-extinguish-·. 
ing." uL's SE-2 (self-extinguishiqg, group ll) allows 
specimens to burn for an average of 25 s·ecorids, 'and 
to drip flaming droplets or eject flaming particles. And -
UL's SE-1 also allows samples to flame vigorously for 
25 seconds, but not to drip flaming droplets or particles;· 
A new category, SE-0, formulated this March, .restricts·· 
the permissible flaming period to a 5-secoi:J.d average , 
(10-second maximum) and permits no flaming. droplets. 

Curiously, in tests for each of the three UL categories,·. 
"self-extinguishing" samples can burn longer than the 
specified ignition time. In SE-1, for example, the sample 
can burn for up to 30 seconds or an average of 25 
seconds after application of two separate 10-second test 
flames. Theoretically, therefore, material that passes 
ASTM D635-63 and all the UL "self-extinguishing" tests 
conceivably could start fires in ~djacent material that . 
may have passed the same te..ti.. And,. none of these 
four flammability tests specifies anything on smoke. 

Even a , "noncombustible" rating is no guarantee 
against flame. For example, the UL capacitor flame test. 
(paragraph 280) says a capacitor is "enclosed in non
combustible material if it does not continue. to flame 



unsuccessful discussions with industry on tests that 
would simulate line surges of up to several thousand 
volts. Now, however, all "yellow-card" ~cross-the-line 
capacitors must repeatedly withstand a "dump test" 
that drops 5,000 volts across their terminals while the 
capacitor is connected across the usual 120-volt ljne 

· voltage,' And, thty have "fo pass the test without explod
;, ing. ··.Tracor proposes. 

1
that "no glowing or flaming of 

cheesecloth [used to drape test components] is to be 
· permitted" (UL permits flaming in five out of 50 samples). 

. Clearly, the Tracor report suggests standards that are 
more stringent than anything yet propq?ed. But it can 
only recommend, not enforce. Would implementation of 
the Tracor report make sets absolutely fireproof? Says 
its author, Donald ,Berman: "Absolutely is quite a word, 
but you can sure come close to it." 

Of the safety work being done before the furor started, 
· Berman notes, wryly: "Generally, the manufacturers 

knew of these problems, but some were working· on them 
. harder than others. Our idea is to make safety inde
,, pendent of the uniqµe characteristics of a particular 
. component design, as supplied by a given source. Of 
• course, parts will fail. You're always going to have parts 
. fail. The purpose of our report is to help make sure that 
even a · small amount . of unreliability isn't hazardous 

· unreliability." 

Shoc.kf and radiation, too 
There'.s a considerable difference of op1mon as to 

what constitutes a "safe" level for each of the other 

for more than 15 s~conds after the first and second 
applications Qf 'a test flame, nor more than 60 seconds 
after the 'third. flame application." Conceivably, such a 
"noncombustible'' cap~citor under the right condition 
could ignite "nonburning" insulation, which might then 
consume the;i rest of the tv set-even if it's made entirely 
of ''seltextinguishing'~ materials that qualified under 
tiieir. own tests.. • · . · 

Uniortunately,.it has been common industry practice 
l ·, ~1se .SE-2 se!J;-extinguishing materials in critical high
, ._,J~age, high~teinperature, or across-the-line applications. 
S;,ch materials can produce flaming droplets, or sustain 
cmnbustionJor1a lpng enough time to initiate a roaring 
fire~ · ·: .. · · 

As a resulf 'of the ·~onfusi~n ~th the "nonbuming" 
r'1:1ssification, ASTM's Flammability Committee. is con
s,tforing possible elimination of the term from its stand-
ards. ·,· · · ~ · , · 

At Underwriters' Laboratories, . 
.. . . . "self-extinguishing" 

: ••• material drips flaming effluent, 
· , igniting a piece of cotton. 

three hazards, shock, X-ray and microwave leakage. Reg
ulatory agencies/usually Jry to set standards that are as. 
stringent as possible, and manufacturers and their rep
resentatives usually have balked at them. So the standoff 
point is generally achieved, not on the basis of a level 
that's, ·unquestionably safe for humans, but rather at a 
level that can be consistently met by manufacturers. 
Thus, 0.5 milliroentgen/hour at 5 centimeters is the 
present standard for X-ray .emissions from tv sets, not 
because that level is optimally safe, but because manu
facturers can easily make receivers that meet the stan
dard's requirements. 

But the X-ray standard is being tightened up. On 
Jan. 15, the Radiation Control for Health and Safety 
Act went into etiect, requiring all television receivers to 
comply with the 0.5 mr/hr limit even if the user adjusts 
all external controls to maximize X-ray intensity. Sets 
manufactured after June 1 had to meet the 0.5 mr/hr 
standard even if all controls-inciuding internal adjust
ments accessible only to service technicians-are set 
to maximize emission, Finally, sets made after Jan. 1, 
1971 will have to meet the standard even if all controls 
are maladjusted and the failure of a circuit or component 
increases emission. • 

The mechanism for X-ray generation is straightfor
ward. Any electrons that are accelerated through a volt
age drop of 1 kilovolt or higher and allowed to strike 
metal caµse X-ray emission. The higher the voltage 
gradient (as in color tv's) the harder the X rays; the 
higher the electron current, the more intense. A 1968 
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Department of Health, Edu~ation. and welfare survey 
indicated that all sets opl')~ating at voltage levels above 
31 kv emitted:X rays in excess of the 0.5mr/hr standard. 
Geiler.ally, 25 kv:ds _considered a s·afe level, but even 
that depends on set design: The shunt regulator and · 
high-voltage rectifier tubes account for most X-ray emis
sion produced by a color tv set, The remainder ,is gen
erated by beam electrons that hit the metal shadow mask 
in the cathode ray tube; Good shielding can keep X-ray 
levels beloW 0.2 mr/hr.and most sets made today would 
me'et such a standard. . . · · < .. · •. ·· . · 

But there's · some . question about the acceptability 
of any measurable emission; Consumers Union, for ex~ 
ample, unfavorably rated three sets-Lear .. Siegler's 
Olympic QC -5402, Packard~Bell's CRW-502, and Admiral's 
L 54111, although their emission was below the ac
cepted standard when operated at normal power-line 
voltage. CU feels there should be no measurable X
ray emission: "Since . many of the color· tv sets we 
have tested in. the past two year~ exhibited no X 
radiation, manufacturers should have no par!icular 
problem making their sets radiation-free," cc asserts, 
adding that "the 0.5 mr/hr level was picked, says HEW, 
because radiation levels under 0.5 mr/hr cannot be 
measured reliably. CU disagrees· with . th~t contention. 
In fact, according to published infm:mation from [EB.], 
manufacturers have been routinely measuring levels 
beiow that." · 

Although a widely circulated industry statement in
sists that the difference in background radiation between 
high-altitude Denver and low-altitude Baltimore exceeds 

• • •' ·. _: ,' ·:. __ ,_ .. : +:" ·:·' ·'.>r•.'."~ /. ,.;; ,t.',•.,>~:i·:.--·· .. ,)'r ,./\~)1 :~;-r.- J.
4 

the 0.5. mr/hr level by 10 or 20.tiines;·,th~ .. -trutlhsUhat ¼· 

ordinary background X radiation. is orfrthe'.order· <>f •too. 
mr/year; which \votks out to ah;nost ~iactly 0.01 'm.i:/hri'.. 
And in fact, the portable meter., used , in' HEW.' sSWash, ' 

ington, D.C. survey could detect a ni~irnuip /~xposure · .. 
rate of 0.04 nu/hr. Even with thatsenstti:vity{no'JCr~di-: 
ation was evident in 856 receivers out of 1,124 tested;. 
The microwave caper; Until recently, in microwave'' ex
posure the only discernible problem was cataracts, ~hich 
have shown . up in both .· animals an'.d ·· hurnailsh In 
scientific circles endless deb,ate :r~ge~ • o\le~ ,•:tlie·'.,~ff¢ch 
of microwave radiation:·• are microwave-induced ':cat-
aracts due to purely thermal effect$, or, ,do 'miciqwaVf s 
have biologically significant properties associated)witI) 
their portion of the spectrum?,Jt'or'thi;l,t:on$umej'.hqw 
ever, another question is far ri1ore important: lio~l:.much 
microwave leakage can be considered hartiiie•ss? .<i· 

The culprit here is the home micro"'ave oven, which 
operates at either 915 or 2,450 megah~itz·. The ·problem: 
there's no general scientific agreement ''oil what levels 
of microwave leakage constitute. a health hazard. This 
lack of agreement has been a constant source. of;fric
tion between microwave oven manufacturers -and. HEW' s 
Bureau qf Radiological Health. . . ' . · · · 

An HEW scientist, Dt. Russell Carperit~:r, wpi'king 
with rabbits, determined that a dose of 86 rn.w/cm2 de
livered an hour a day for 10 consecutive· daysJ::o,f1sist
ently induces cataracts. When· asked about accephtble 
levels for humans, he points out that he wouldn't.like 
10 mw / cm2 on the eye itself. "If I had my, druthers; I'd ' 
pick I mw / cm2 on the eye," says Carpenter, "hut. I . 

' . . . . 

C"f;7.··~-~~~~~·~~~:7-~:7~t7~ ~:-~~:~;-~~1:1v~~~~~:· ·· :,~ ·· 
f9,,We~khnk · ;;,~ .; ,•f•r•.1°·.· ',,,•h_·,1.•· , . , . , .· • • 

,~;;tei;;islo~ :)' a;d. radio .. ;~~iv~;s }!\i ;~tr;//~: ~~;;iii~ ~ngineers. in ' ; i;' b~~ ~;-~es, .it specifies that th~; 

(t :·;,,that' fail hazardously after receiv-_ 'charge· of• r~dio .and 't~levision entire reqeiver is to be tested 

t3 .ing Underwriters' Laboratories .. testing. ·"The only thing. ,that by "draping [it] loosely with a 

'

,;,. approval Jaise · ,a fttndrunental, ;,9~u~d,:mab,:irtbf91;gh would be . single layer of cheesecloth," after 

:~.if::,:questi.011: 'Ju_.~.t how .e.ffe. q_tiv. e are ,' a pif;lc. e_,0£ c;_'lean_.,, .uncoate.d\s,tf;lel . which the flyback is to be set on 
• · ·UL test and clearance pro~edures? ::?r cer~mio, •aricl_ UL requires anti- µre · .fo simulate what might 

,-;'i·,,1 The case in point is UL's 492,-.,.,corrosion coating. on steel." The happen in operation. If the fire 

i' ' which covers •radio and tv sets. . 'difficulty !S ,that it specifies that. persists and even escapes the en• 

.:' ·someidea.of rhe standarcfs com- · 'the part _must.not cause.the size c}osu:re,,-.the set still would. pass 

: , ,/tplexity, a~ \yell as- the opportun-' ..; jif an. ,applie.d~ test; flame : to in- . the ·~tandru;d jf the cheesecloth 

~ (1ti\:)S . · it , tallows; .£ ?r, . hazardous,.·, ; crease more tl;J.ap an inc!i: ,Accord~ t : over the set itself . temaint;? ~-

r)-1 'failure; can b_e ob-taine~:from its ing to .Coen;, almost aµy flyback singed. Says a UL.engjneer: Wed , .. 

f~ -~ .. \sections: . dealing )Vith . flyback - P?ating will.do so., ... , •;, .,.:, · ·, ~ee fire ·and smoke in there, but -~' 

i __ ·_.• ... ··1.·.··. !_!.a.nsfo. i'.~. er.s-. b. !=)lieve_ d. · .. ;t .• o:. have .. ·.·· .. ;· .I._f,.·ho .. ".~_ ... e .. v~ .. r· , __ ·_· •. t;he .manufactu. i:er ;· if. th··.e.• c. heesecloth didn't ign. ite, ._:_.• .• 
f.;~ri~aus.e.d,moi;<::,fires,::~a~f~y other ',i~ willing.·t~··J?,h1ce ,~e ;ll~~9k jn·' }Ve~d have_ to pas;s f:he see• . • · · 

r'f:tpompop._ent_. , ,,:,,( ·. :''{'.":' ' , . , ·an: 'enclosu!e-.,·speciified, _lby, UL , u¼ . en~meers 1ll~1St that the , :, 

t '.~ ·: 'fo qualify 1l.yba:c1.<s. under .. UL ? down ~o the ex~ct.metalth1ckness, organization has tned for years . · 

ii\.:~standard~, the m~nufacturer. can ·- area 'of openll¼gs, bu'shing .. diams . to tighten this loophole, but man- . j ·. 
'f ~r:~h9,ose, amongJom: .. mefuo_~s;]he, , •ete~~,:an?, f0Vet. fa~tenin~~, ·then u,facture~,s' engineers objecte9. · < .. 
i~_}r~flybac. K its~lf· .. ;1!1~St .. p.~s. t·.on~/.o. f._,;_{~4rio. ~t .~ny ,flY'?,c~iis. ,acc,ept~bl~,, ~; How~ye_r,·. u?der; ~- curren. t pro·~:- ;' 
t;.ff?'~q trst.s;'- o~ ~t rµust 1b,e c;:o?tam~dJ.t ey~n ihts. coatII1g 1~ llOt esp~c1ally posal, Startin~ m· January, the· ··· : . 

~, 1t;m an encl9sure. thatcomphe~ w!W ;flame .resistant.'. 1 
' • · cheesecloth. wi.J.l cove:r. only the• .j 

!;t ~~ne }>f ··w.1)ectiops. -: ~\ ') . .' : :; . ~ . :Thftwo.:~m.aining possibili~es ,· fl~back' s enclosure inside the set. . .fJ 
~1·,}f\U~der :op~ :te~t~the p.o.nc.om~ :-:,7~1.~YP_a.clc, '}11~. voltage arcuig.; ,An,d for une~sed ffybacks; an- l·: . 

~t'. ~ ;~u.~t1h!t;Pat~ '.:~.r~e trs_t'.'"".~h~ces ;;;':?b3st •·. · ;i_nd : a~ ,qllii?.h-yolta,ge , fn- · ~th?': prop<>sed · chan~e would ; :; ·, 

r_\}_)l9f_· ._)_p~c.celii~ •. ar .. e\n.egl.1g. 1.b.,J. e, .. •· · .. I'~~:l.:.clo.,.su.J~ .fire: )es.•t . ...:..presen_ tf _no_:, lmut th.· e,-s1ze and. durati_o~ ·of the _1,; .· 
.: :,,,:pey~r·seen:a fl.yback ~a,t cap pass ... ···obstacles; ;because.the key require-. flyiback flame to,. one mch {l.nd ... 

t~·:,-i\tli~(' t~st/~i~ay~)Steve)Jo~~;+·.Qne'\ '/xpe,nt'.•4; the .same; for 90th tests/' .. n:0. more thari-J,O s·econds. ·,· . ~ , ,. · . 
..... (.,: r~.-~ r.t: . .-._ .. ,·'.•{; .. ,~~,~:\.t~:~·t~Jt'.!·~·,~_{ "'~::' ·tt< ,._1": :/~·,, -~~-~ •.t . ·· ...... ~.- -. -~ .•. _. ,. J , _ ~} ,.. . _ ,) ~ ~ ,. , ··:l~, 
,.: •~.:,.,t~ ,~"/ •,1 i:(i.;'w.'·1 ·::-;:1~1i.:.Ll:£,:.:::i::;11..~~::i. .. afrw~~~~i.~&1~~ .. .Jtit~ :~•''A ~t..:~ .. ~.l~~ 
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l1t1t 
wouldn't go looking for even that." ability lies at the bottom of most product hazards. ~.,. 

Until· recently, the industry's accepted standard for Though few pe,Pple remember those days, there was / I { 

leakage from microwave ovens was 10 milliwatts/ cm2 a time when automobiles were UL-approved. Then ' ! I a 
at a distance of 5 cm. This 10 row figure had been deter- Henry Ford insisted on putting the gas tank in the : , .,•·: .. \?.·.· 

mined by experiments on the biological effects of "whole front of the car. UL believed that would be hazardous · 

body" microwave radiation produced by military radar. and refused to approve such an arrangement. Ford held · '. J, 
But, agaih, state-<"f-the-a'tesformulation of standards pre- to his position and the automobile manufacturers bolted I ': ·f r.'.t_f,, 

vails: since manufacturers seem to be able to routinely UL. At that time the automotive industry was, in effect, ·'<I 

make units that produce a fraction of a row/ cm2 at a UL' s biggest customer. · · i~ ~~• 
5-cm distance, HEW has lowered the standard to 1 niw/ Now the radio and television industry, with its annual 1 

:/ · t, 
cm2 at the factory and 5 mw/cm2 for the life of the oven model changes, is UL's biggest customer. And some ' ' · :Jt\ 

as of July 1, 1971. Recently, however, a scientist reported manufacturers of consumer electronics-finding UL time- I . +~' 
to HEW that even the 1 row/ cm2 level can cause death, consuming to deal with, excessively bureaucratic and, ' pl 
in some circumstances. Certain electronic heart pace- some say, arrogant-are starting to ask themselves '4 11 
makers could be stopped at distances up to 8 feet by whether UL approval is worth the burden of obtaining it. · f !~ 
the microwave leakage that is now permissible under For example, Daniel von Recklinghausen, chief engi- f:fj 
the new standard. · neer, H.H. Scott, Inc., plainly admits that his company i.· ft,·J.i 

The effects of microwave radiation may not be lim- no longer submits every design to UL: "We do submit , ~t 

ited to the eyes or to the heart. According to Russian everything we make to the Canadian Standards Associ- 1 j~1. 
'observers, low-level microwave radiation can cause head- ation-you must to sell in Canada-but only about half !: l'' 
aches, irritability, lessened sexual activity, fear, asthma, the total units we build have UL approval." :1

1 

.. ft.'._f! 

hypochondria, and· fatigue [Electronics, Oct. 13, 1969, AdditionaHy, lack of UL. approval doesn't seem to it,"'" 

p. 123]. ·. impair a manufachuer's marketing efforts, UL approval t ,, 

Shocking. The shock problem, which was supposed o~ . equivalent certificatio?t is required . by only three , , ;_J f .. l 
to have been licked long ago, is still haunting the con- cities-Portland, Ore.; Richmond, Va.; and Los An- 11 Hi 

sumer. In high-fidelity stereo systems, current leakages geles, which is the only city that actually enforces a 1
.: .. '·l· .··-r:.l:

1
~ 

in separate units hooked together by an unsuspecting ban on non-approved merchandise. But a manufacturer 1 • · t,i 

r
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1
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11
_srt'es,neDrosnatloducBheerdmana can sell in Los Angeles if he submits his product to a , :· .. N 

municipal testing lab-the only one of its kind in the ,t! 
grounded amplifier with one hand, then reached for a country-that functions as a miniature UL. Approval for ,_

1
_:~.~

1

i 

C
tounrreenatrsm. -cinly to. get walloped by cumulative leakage a well-made product is a lot quicker and easier to come • ·-·,·•· .. il:~)-··,~:t·. 

by than the Underwriters' Laboratories seal of approval, ~ 

Another source of hazard centers on the line-isolation several manufacturers say. 

transformer that is supposed to prevent shock. Some Checking on television manufacturers' conformity to 1 • it 
manufacturers have. eliminated it, especially from the the recently tightened UL standard will be difficult, Ii; iu;.'.· 
design of inexpensive portable television sets, which thanks in part to a recent change in the organization's : j , 
frequently have metal cases. Thus. the set's filaments method of listing approved equipment. In the past, UL If 1 ~ 
are connected in series and the chassis is hot. All that's listed all approved tv model numbers. But starting with 'jl f?'. 
needed to _electrocu_te. a user is a grounded hot-air regis- the August 1969 listing, the model numbers have been i r l j 
ter or floor lamp nearby, and a single ruptured bushing omitted-leaving only the manufacturers' names. This l: 1

{,~ 

between the· set's c_· abinet .. and its chassis, or a case was effected primarily to save space, UL insists. But in 1

1 '. 1 i'::s), 
' t ' .. ,~ , 

screw that is tightened· too far or replaced by a longer a 500-page document that lists 22 pages of model num- I \ ,•:111 
I 11 l~ 

one. Some manufacturers are relying on the use and hers for "air heaters," 12 pages of model numbers for , 11,. li' 

proper c:onnedion of a polarized plug and wall outlet. "electric fans," and 22 pages of model numbers for "cen- j, ,f)i 
But most' older buildings have outlets that allow plugs tral air-conditioners," UL decided to save 22 pages in :if;··· 

to be reversed; And electrician's helpers don't always its listing of "household television receivers." :~.·,s, 
connect the wires in .proper· sequence in a modern outlet. Thus, the consumer will have no way of checking if ·· lh, 
Some ext.ension ;cords are nonpolarized, thus nullifying the specific model he is thinking of purchasing is ap- ··!if 

p11rpose of the polarized plug and outlet. These circum- proved other than by examining the set itself. But UL so f_, ij ~ 
st:mces enhance the likelihood of hazard. far has resisted standardization of a conspicuous label, ,! t,, 

. Standar~s for limiting current leakage are also subject leaving the consumer to squint into ~revices around ~he i/ _'. -iLJ, 
le; scrutiny'.'and tightening. For example, UL's standard · back of the receiver for what may · e a tiny UL tra e- , .· Jfi; 

for cunent leakage between case and ground is 5 milli- mark molded into thale case or stamped out od· f sighSaft on the ,:
1

1,').
1
·•·.' :i,:.l.i~.~.• 

:,:nperes .. But a·' Consumers Union executive takes ex- chassis. The Nation Commission. on Pro uct ety in ,~'.t 

Ct;:)ltion: ''I'd. li.ke. to, suo1·ect a few corporate p· residents its final report has suggested oneanswer: that a specia1 'i -1 l:!'• 
to 5 ma/then' see· if they question the standard. It'll office be set up in the Executive Branch of the Federal · I t;ijf 
kncck them on their_ fannies.'' Actually, the American Government to oversee standards. and their implemen- i : ,_;:1,i.{ 

National.Standards Institute (a group of voluntary stan- tation. 1 11 Ml'. 

<lards ,organizations) has already lowered the acceptable For its part, the electronics industry needs specific :(.f}i;. 
limit to 0.,5 ma .. :And UL ·soon may decide to adopt the solutions to specific problems-safe components and safe · •. · t 
: :~:::.~!; ~t~r ~-5 ma: st~ndard, according to an inside ::~~~~:/~~s~a~:;~!::~1f;:~e~~l~~=~~i;:t~cT;r~t ;:l .. J, 

: Unf<?rtun_~tely; meri(·tightening of standards-X-ray, lems and recurrences of old ones. The trick is to obtain i ~}Ji,.,. 

mi~ww·l:lve:, ,sh!Jc~· or ffamillability-may. ~10t ~bsjutely all of this economica~ly, since in consumer electronics· . ) ~,:ii'}" 
g~a~ant~~tuerJ~,~ .~onstimers. The, question O e orce- every penriy counts. j l/ :) 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Consumer hazards: 
How they can be fixed . 
With an abundance 9f improved coverings, seals, and. devi9es: • 
and a systematic qualitycontrol program, manufacturers ,.,. 
are building safer products and saving themselves money, too 

A modern systems approach to designing for safety, 
coupled with use of improved materials, can combine 
to minimize or even eliminate hazards in consumer elec
tronics. And though some of these procedures entail 
immediate production cost increases, they'll pay ofI in 
the long run-in obviating litigation, expensive retrofit 
campaigns, and costly warranty fulfillment. 

For example, Motorola makes its flyback transformer 
fire-safe for about 25 cents by substituting a silicone 
rubber "tire" covering for beeswax in its color receivers. 
In fact, Motorola is offering that formula, used by the 
company for nine years, free to any set manufacturer 
who wants it. 

The silicone tire may not prevent flyback failures, 
but it can inhibit fire started by arc discharge between 
coils. ·wax used to protect coils from moisture still may 
leak through a hole burned by arcing (right;, but the 
silicone tire prevents air from reaching the wax, which 
then drops to the floor of the high-voltage cages and 
congeals without igniting. . 

A somewhat more elegant-and costly-way to elimi
nate flyback fires is to use a solid state voltage tripler
rectifier-regulator to reduce its high-voltage winding from 
25,000 volts to 8,000 volts. M!de by Sylvania and Varo, 
the units are priced at $4.50 to $10, but a good deal 
of this cost is made up in several ways. First, the flyback 
transformer cost is reduced by about $1.50, since the 
lower voltage can be produced with one-third the turns, 
and the focus windin•g. can be eliminated because the 
focus voltage can be tapped from an early stage in the 
multiplier. Next, the regulator and rectifier tubes are cut 
out, saving about $1.40. With these components gone, 
much of the heat and X rays also disappears. Conse
quently, the high-voltage enclosure can be redesigned, 
with just enough of a guard to prevent shock. (This 
could save another 30 cents.) The tripler-rectifier-regu
lator may not be paying its way· completely, but for 
a dollar or two the design of the high-voltage section 
has been freed from two major hazards. 

Additional fire protection can be obtained at very 
low cost by placing a little thermal cutout near the 
horizontal driver tube (p. 64, left). The device should 
be located % inch from the tube. Should the tube's 
current rise to a value of 80% to 100% above normal, 

. excessive heat triggers the cutout, opening the cathode 
circuit to the horizontal driver tube. c'E patented the 

,-.? 
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Protected b/a silicone rubber covering, flyback fails,. 
but is not hazardous. Wax inside drips out without 
flaming and congeals below. The wax's color indicates 
this flyback wasn't qurning when it failed. . 



,circuit, but will ,grant free use to any safety-seeking 

.manufacturer. One source for the cutout is Bussmann 

·,Manufacturing Co. of St. Louis. In large quantities the 

rutout is available for nine cents as 'Bussmann's "type 

.T.FA heat limiter." Alternatively, a set manufacturer could 

:;d!Jsign his own bimetallic device. 
Another boon to safety-conscious designers is the 

'flameproof resistor. Coated with a baby-blue blend of 

.· polymers and refractory oxides, a flameproof tin-oxide 

,resistor made .by Corning (seen intact in foreground, 

· p. 64) handles up to 100 times its rated power without 

failing spectacularly like the Corning resistor above it, 

which is in parallel and is identical except for the coat

ing. Con:i.ing sells the unit ( designated FP) for the same 

·. price as tin-oxide 'resistors with an ordinary plastic 

·• coating. 
. As the Tracor report suggested, switches can be made 

fireproof by designing out "arc-track"-keeping the arc 

~ path from coinciding with the switch wall-and by 

making certain, the switch's enclosure is either metal 

or laminated material of NEMA Grade FR-4 or FR-5. 

: One manufacturer found that such a change-from a 

· phenolic enclosure to one molded of a glass alkyd mate

. rial th~t, meets UL's SE-0-increased the price of the 

switch by five cents, to 35 cents. 
For yokes, 'fracor suggests that insulators, covers, 

housings; . struc_tural parts and terminal poles meet UL 

SE-l; and all ·plastic parts be nonburning according to 

Aqu D568-61, ])635, and D1433. 
Foi: across-the-line capadtors, UL now requires that 

,jc ices withstand a surge of 5,000 volts without ex-
pell'ng debris. · 

Unfrke fui hazards, 1X-ray emissions cannot be com

I;L,trly eliminated. One source is the color picture tube, 

wH,.:1
1 produce~ X: rays when the electron beam hits the 

rrw,.d shadow mask.. But X-ray emissions can be reduced 

to '- ·: ·ll below · the background level at the set. Some 

lll;.r;(lfacturers are specifying glass with high lead con

tent for _the walls .. And strontium is being substituted 

· for barium in .the front of the picture tube. Lead can't 

f be used here; ·it darkens under exposure to electron 

f ~·ea1ns .. Sti-onth.1ID. is· estimated to absorb twice as much 
'; 'XJ,adiatron as barium. . . ... 
, .. , _; .. Iri sets that.exceed the 0.5 mr/hr limit, the X radia

i': Hon iargely originates in: the high-voltage section. A quick 

· i' ~hf easy way to reduc:e. this radiation is to combine a 
f~}j'-'.;:,:~ ... ,, '•f:·~:· ,· , ' ., .. ' ' 
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solid state high-voltage rectifier with feedback regula

tion as an alternative to shunt regulation. In a recent 

Motorola design (p. 65, top), a plug-in rectifier contains 

a serie.;; string of 1-kv diodes in a cartridge sold by Varo. 

The solid state rectifier adds a cost increment of about 
' . 

$1.25 over its vacuum tube counterpart, says a Motorola 

engineer. But the diode cartridge is much more reliable, 

he points out. Of course, the previously mentioned solid 

state tripler-rectifier-regulator .also eradicates X rays in 

the high-voltage section. 
In addition to the solid state route to reducing X rays, 

there is also a straightforward circuit design approach: 

· basically, the horizontal drive voltage must be limited to 

around 27 kv, regardless of line voltage and load. A 

number of manufacturers-including GE, Magnavox; 

Andrea, RCA, Sylvania, Warwick, and Zenith-are em

ploying such hold-down circuits, which reduce voltage 

in the horizontal drive circuitry should the shunt regu

lator fail or be pulled from its socket (p. 65). Fur

thermore, manufacturers are starting to specify high 

lead content in the glass envelopes of shunt regulator 

and high-voltage rectifier tubes, as in the funnel of the 

crt. 
Shock hazards can be eliminated in a variety of ways. 

A line isolation transformer, of course, provides excel

lent protection as long as it doesn't leak current. Then 

there is a test procedure: the Canadian Standards Associ

ation requires a receiver under test to withstand 1,100 

volts applied between plug contacts and chassis. One 

manufacturer, H.H. Scott, takes this test one step further 

in its high-fidelity aud,io units. Every unit made by Scott 

is tested individually with 1,100 volts just prior to being 

shipped, regardless of whether or not it goes. to Canada, 

and no more than 6 ma leakage at 1,100 volts is allowed. 

Finally, a simple circuit can protect the user from shock 

by monitoring leakage directly and shutting down power 

quickly should any be detected. Basically, this technique 

uses a differential transformer to . continuously compare 

the current going in one power-line conductor with that 

coming out the other. Should the algebraic sum add up 

to anything hut zero, the transformer's output trig

gers a relay that opens the power line. Such a circuit 

is offered as a plug-in unit called "Safety Sentry," 

made by Rucker Electronics in Concord, Calif. In that · 

design, the electronics allow leakage to persist for about 

2 milliseconds to make sure current uI11balance is not 
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due to a brief line-voltage spike. The mechanical ·inter
rupter adds a delay of 8 msec. And another 8 insec or so 
must be added for the arc plasma on its contacts to reach 

. zero at the end of an a-c cycle or half~cycle. Within 
25 msec-fast enough to protect a child from shock
power is completely shut down. 

Microwave leakage from electronic ovens is due to 
nothing more complicated than imperfect door seals. 
But this seemingly simple problem has eluded effective 
solution because door hinges wear. And cooking residues 
accumulate in crevices, impairing an· otherwise perfect 
seal. Oven manufacturers have devised three basic 
seals which may be used in combination or. singly. The 
simplest is a sheet metal contact seal, which is in
expensive but only moderately effective and requires 
a good deal of closing force on the door to insure 
good contact. A wire-mesh roll around the door also 
is relatively inexpensive and provides a much better 
seal, but isn't easy to clean. A choke seal-which works 
by wave cancellation in a channel around the edge of 
the door-provides a good seal, requires only light clos
ing pressure, stays clean, and looks attractive (p. 66, top). 
But it must meet close production tolerances to insure 
complete cancellation and its more expensive to build. 
Some microwave ovens use a choke seal in combination 
with material designed to absorb residual leakage. One 
manufacturer uses a sliding door, or one with a hori
zontal hinge that permits the door to open down instead 
of to the side; he believes they're less prone to mis
alignment. UL, on the other hand, believes a horizontal 
door invites use as a shelf-a practice that may cause 
misalignment. 

It's all in the system 

Specific solutions are appropriate for specific prob
lems, but what each company needs is a systems ap
proach to hazards-a carefully conceived program that 
makes safety a part of each product shipped out. 

One such system was pieced together after a study 
of many product assurance activities, both commercial 
and military. The company: high-fidelity manufacturer 
H. H. Scott of Maynard; Mass.; the man oehind the 
Scott system: Richard Powell now head of product 
assurance at Viatron Computer Systems Corp., Bedford, 
Mass. ,/ 
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When current through the horizontal driv~r tl19e;:;r,. i:i~v~::. 
increases by 80% to 100'¾·; 'radiate_d heat triggerS./ffI.:
small thermal cutout, shutting down fhe circvit- in~c:i;i;l~ :.\, 
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tv design by General Electric. The company qllowsj; ·.' i: 
any set manufacturer to use ifs circuit y;ith9:ufchp~~eU\<·:, 
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A plastic-coated Corning resistor bursts into flame.0hedi~r:v?, 
by current 100 times higher than its rafi~g, whil~ an _iderttico' 
resistor connected in parallel doesn't. The.sehet,Tt-~ogFng t:,CJt 
blends polymers with refractory oxides. Corning says t~~ 
formula is proprietary, but suppli_es if at no ~xtra cost .. '.' 
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Powell believes that any viable product reliability 
system must prevent purchase of unsafe components; 
check prototypes of new products for potentially. unsafe 
designs; use production techniques and tests that pre
vent the company from shipping any unsafe units, and 
secure feedback on field failures, to be used as a final 
check on· the systt!m anti "!ts input for compatison with 
Jifetest data; , 
.. To accomplish these goals, says Powell, five elements 
are absolutely essential: 
• Parts -must he approved by the firm's engineering de
partment; each· vendor's individual part type requires 
separate approval. . · · · 
• A long warranty ( one to two years) must cover the 
product... · 
• The person achially performing the rf)pair should re
late the cause of failure to the factory. 
• Every new product must be subjected to a test pro
gram designed to uncover failure mechanisms. 
• Production must be regularly checked to insure that 
changes ·in k production technique haven't introduced 
potentially hazardous defects. 
, The most important items in Powell's system are a 
part data card RIied out by the engineering department 
and checked by purchasing, and a "disapproved" stamp 
that cancels the part data card should engineering dis
cover the part to be unsafe. 

Once a mechanism for rejecting unsafe components 
ts established, the next step is to determine the unsafe 
components. This, says Powell, is best done four ways: 
• Before RIiing out the part data card, the engineer 
should examine the part carefully for possible hazards, 
lifetesting it if necessary and determining the composi
tion and flammability of its materials. 
• Lifetesting of preproduction units should be used to 
turn up signs .of design defects that otherwise might 
lead to unsafe products. 

A quick and easy way to cut X-ray emission is to replace 
the vacuum tube high-voltage rectifier with a solid st'ate 

diode cartridge and a modifi~d tube socket. Motorola buys the 
diode version from Varo; Motorola says it pays about 
$1.25 more than for its vacuum tube equivalent. 
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• Occasional · stock audits should be performed to de-
termine whether or not failures are being caused by ,.·" i . 

1 
.·, 

mishandling or inadequate packaging during shipment :fw 
from factory to distributor, or distributor to dealer. 

1 
i: p , 

• A data base for Reld failure must be established to I tf 
pick up causes that don't show up at the factory .end · ;t,: 
and to ascertain whether or not corrective measures fl 
really work. JI · lf 

"This· last point is absolutely crucial," says Powell, I 9 
GDW4 GBpF t ::l· 

"and the best way to get data from the field is a long .1.-~-.1ulA-----if-- · ffr 
warr;:mty. Practically nothing will stop a customer from 2 7 

15ov ,, ~ 
briLging a failure to_ the company's attention if he ! ,,,i 
believes his s_et .is covered by warranty. Scott gives a ii;J1:, 
two-year warranty and goes by serial numbers, allowing 35ov : rii, 
c.n ,H1ditional 11 monlhs under the assumption that the 100K '1 ~.-

unit might .sit around in a distributor's warehouse or on VDR ·ri ·.·,::· ,_}_J __ c~.-1

1

·~·. 
a draler's shelf before ifs sold. You can't go by war- u~t 
rant;; cards-they are a complete farce since only about Many manufacturers prevent ,, I Ju 
one in five' are ever returned-so you go by serial number, excessive X-ray emission _i '. itlf 
or a, rnceipt if_ the customer presents one." · . with' a straightforward · ~ 1" 
· · Onc.e th~ validity of a warranty has been established, hold-down circuit like [ ; j. ,, 
;_Powell. believes 'th_e o_n_ly way.· to · obtain valid data is Zenith's above. Another · ii 
•to, require the repairman to. report what went wrong. method (Sylvania's, left) : Li:'i; 
:,Here, syrnptqmii:eports...:.especially those from custom- substitutes a solid state : fi .fl-
;ers-,'are of:Jittle, value. "What a waste of time to sift · tripler-rectifier-regulator ilt.;f 
through ~c(!6urits . like 'the· unit started smoking,' or for the X-ray-producing /, Hf;· 

':'the iecefv~r'-wo~l~n't ljg:ht up'," he says, Since the set ~it¥KGE shunt regulator and ii'_.~. 11 t. 
manufacturer' is: picking. up .the tab for the repair, high-voltage rectifier tubes:· l i: { 
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A "choke" seal is highly effective in preventing harmful 
leakage from microwave oven doors. Like the choke in 
a waveguide flange, it utilizes a carefully machined 
groove around the door edge which helps nullify 
escaping microwave energy. 
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With a systems approach to product reliability, the 
effectiveness of corrective measures can be gauged by . 
watching the field feedback. On this chart 'prepared from 
data at H. H. Scott a change in power-transistor vendors 
shows up as a dropping failure rate in the _output stage. 
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asserts Powell, he's entitled to· find out . what Wt!n1 

wrong-and to find out from , the one • per~oq .who' t 
in a position to Imow-the service tecbnidan. , 1 ,;. 

"Incredibly, some manufacturers, iet their distribution 
supply replacement parts and · make the .labor reim

. bursement-then throw a,vay the data that descriqes the 
failure. That is valuable information," he adds; 

The data, Powell suggests, should go to the factory 
as weekly reports from each authorized repair location. 
The manufacturer then can organize the data 'into ·a 
manageable form. The best way, according to Powell, 
is to break down the data into four-month production 
periods by serial number. 

Next, a list of failure causes, is prepared,· with the 
highest incidence first. Before anything else, however, 
hazardous failure, even if infrequent, should be moved 
right to the top of the list, Powell advises. Then the 
product assurance engineer enters-looking for s1:1uses, 
determining which components or portions of the de
sign are failing. After corrections are made; the results 
should start showing up in the field feedback, which, 
for this purpose, ·would be plotted as a. running line. 
graph with major causes of failure shown as a percent_ 
of total field failure by period of manufacture (below, 
kffl. . . 

But Powell points out that many months usually p~ss 
before a problem is detected in the field' data and is 
finally corrected. At Scott, for ex~mple, the average 
elapsed time between introduction of a product and the 
earliest opportunity to take corrective action wa·s 11.4 
months,; then another two to eight months pass as the 
redesigned product flows through the· distribution pipe
line and the correction starts showing up in. the _field 
feedback. Preproduction lif~testing, usually .at elevated 
temperatures ··and line voltages, often can hasten intro
duction of corrective measures. Lists of causes of failure 
assembled from lifetest data show striking similarity to 

. their field data counterparts. For example, wheri a stereo 
amplifier was lifetested at temperatures ·of 25°C, ·40°C 
and 55°C and line voltage ofJl5, 120" 125, 130, 'and 13? 
volts, the same three causes or failure turned up at the 
top of the list, and in the same order, as a similar list 
compiled from field data. · · 

Finally, Powell believes that a product :;tssurance pro
gram should report its progress in dollars and cents. 
Assuming that resulting sales advantages justify a long 
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warranty;·'field data figures can yield a direct calculation 
of savings effected by reduced failures. For example, say 
field'failures on a product are running at 1,000 .a month 
and the out-of-pocket cost of repair to the manufacturer 
is $10 each, or $10,000 a month. If a single change would 
reduce field- failures by, say, 15% then the company 
can afford a change that costs up to $1,500 a month in 
added production expenses. Thus, Scott discovered that 
a short b~rn-in of receivers at the factory was very 
worthwhile, since field failure rate goes down as the 
square -root of operation time. Recei~ers that would 
otherwise fail early in service were caught in the burn-in 
and ,never left the factory. "The three-month warranty 
is anoth,er way of paying the customer to burn in equip- · 
ment," says Powell. "But it may turn out to be cheaper 
doing the burn-in at the factory.- The only way we know 
this, though, is• by using our product a~surance account
ing. technique. And to do that, you must have accurate 
field failure da:ta." 

H anything, Richar~ Powell's cost-effective approach 
to product assurance is conservative, especially when all 
the consequences of•. hazardous failure are added in. 
All Powell's calculations are predicated on two assump
tions: the mamifachlfer only pays for actual failures in 
warranty, and t~e customer does no more than bring 
tl1e;~e failures to the attention of an authorized service 
opm:ation. 

For hazardous failure, however, the manufacturer may 
r.1/[ up paying heavy legal fees and settlement verdicts. 
If. in the end, the. manufacturer starts a retrofit program 
to replace potentially i:msafe .components, he's replacing 
pm ,:c,. that actually have not failed. He may well have 
to pay additional money to find affected sets. And unless 
h, ~an. figure, •. Qµt precisely what models and chassis 
con~ain the-potential haiard, he may have to inspect sets . 
that ar.e nof'.unsafe: Iii. shor(,iri· a big retrofit program, 
co:;l·s go: oii(~b wiiidow.·,And,that is definitely hot the 
name of •,the ga~e in , consumer·· electronics. 0 ·· 
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Reprirts o(t\iis s'peckil'report are avai.lable at $ l.7 5 
e'ach. ·w·rife to' El~ct~6'nics' R~pririd)epd rtment, ' 
330West 42 St.;New York', N-Y. 10036. ·. 
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The product reliabiljty system used 
atH. H. Scott was pieced together by Richard Powell 
from military and commercial systems.,He believes 
his method minimizes safety hazards while paying 
its own w.ay in cost savings. 
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Each receiver at Scott undergoes a short 
"burn-in" period. Here, the receivers are 
stacked on racks for on-'offcycling. 
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